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Clutch Pro is a fast, simple and free screen capture tool for Android and iOS devices. With a simple interface and excellent recording performance, Clutch
Pro gives you high-quality screen captures on a consistent basis. Krisfish is a free music organizer for your iPhone that lets you create playlists with song
information and artwork from your iTunes library. It’s easy to download and use, and works on both iPhone and iPod touch devices. Download Krisfish for
iPhone now. Lamassu is a fast and secure encryption tool for iPhone, iPad and Apple Watch. It lets you encrypt your iOS device, external hard drives, and
shared or cloud services to protect your data and communications. ncrack is a free and open source password cracking tool that was developed at Purdue
University. It can be used for brute force cracking of both WEP and WPA/WPA2 PSK passwords on both Windows and Linux. It supports both the LM hash

and the NT hash. The U.A.T FRP tool is a very powerful tool to process all factory reset protections (FRPs) of a single device. This tool allows you to change
any user account password or factory settings via the web interface. This tool has been certified and ported by many users and is shown to be one of the
best FRP tools. This tool was born with a goal to make things easy for those who want to work on factory resets. Once you acquire the confidence in this
tool, you won't want to go back to working on FRPs manually. It can complete all your factory resets with a friendly UI and all the commands are at your
fingertips. In this blog, we will introduce Wfuzz and show you how to use it to crack passwords. Wfuzz is a web application password-cracking tool like

Brutus that tries to crack passwords via a brute-force guessing attack. It can also be used to find hidden resources like directories, servlets and scripts.
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medusa is an online password-cracking tool similar to thc hydra. it claims to be a speedy parallel, modular and login brute-forcing tool. it supports http,
ftp, cvs, afp, imap, ms sql, mysql, ncp, nntp, pop3, postgresql, pcanywhere, rlogin, smb, rsh, smtp, snmp, ssh, svn, vnc, vmauthd and telnet. as a followup

to our tutorial on ios 9 jailbreak, we thought we would walk you through the process of using a tool called absinthe on ios 9. absinthe is a userland
jailbreak utility for many devices running ios 5, 5.0.1 and 5.1, depending on the device (please refer to our jailbreak page for a compatibility list). absinthe

hasnt been updated for ios 6 and above, but you may want to refer to our dedicated absinthe page for step by step tutorials and information about this
utility. if youre an avid idownloadblog reader, then you know we are all about jailbreaking! on top of our excellent coverage of everything jailbreak,

including jailbreak apps and tweaks, we figured we should make it easy for you to quickly access to some of the most popular jailbreak tools available. you
can use amputate to get rid of any unwanted files, including unused and junk files. this free software helps you free up space on your pc and mac. it is the
best solution to delete all those unwanted files and reduces the clutter on your computer. you can choose to delete all your unwanted files from different
locations, including recycle bin, my documents, desktop, and even the entire hard drive. the 4th version of android sdk (android studio) is available for
free. this version of android studio has a visual design and layout editor that let you design layouts. it lets you set custom views and scrollable or non-

scrollable layouts. it also has a new android emulator called genymotion which lets you emulate android devices with up to 64gb ram. 5ec8ef588b
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